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The TAVOR tactical shotgun TS12, 12 gauge tactical shotgun is a gas regulated bullpup shotgun that can be ordered for either right or left 

side ejection and operation.

It feeds from one of three magazine tubes which can hold four 3-inch shotgun shells or five 2 ¾ inch shotgun shells. This means that the 
potential magazine capacity is 15 rounds plus one additional round in the chamber.

The TAVOR tactical shotgun TS12 has a unique feature that automatically loads rounds in the chamber once the subsequent loaded tube is 

rotated into position. It can be fed and unloaded from either side. 

Although the TAVOR tactical shotgun TS12 has a 470mm barrel, the overall length is still only 720mm. Currently, the TAVOR tactical shotgun 
TS12 will be offered in black with following versions offered in green and flat dark earth.

For a versatile and compact sporting or home defense shotgun, the TAVOR tactical shotgun TS12 is innovative and optimized for whatever 
application you need.

TAVOR TS 12 | TECHNICAL DATA

IWI has the right to modify and/or change the information in this Catalog (including the pictures) without prior notice.  This Catalog is the property of Israel Weapon Industries (IWI) 
Ltd. This Catalog shall not be duplicated, used, or copied in any form, except with the prior written permission of Israel Weapon Industries (IWI) Ltd.. Acceptance of this Catalog will 
be construed as acceptance of the foregoing conditions

ʷ Technical data may change according to weapon's configuration

ABOUT THE TAVOR TS 12

FEATURES

ʷ Internal muzzle threads accept both Beneli and Beretta choke. One choke will be included with each shotgun
ʷ There is a one piece full length 1913 standard Picatinny top rail on the gun. M-LOK receptacles are incorporated into each side of 

the forearm of the shotgun body

ʷ Tubular magazine system (5 - 2 ¾” or 4 - 3”) 15 rounds total capacity
ʷ 12 gauge gas operated smoothbore semi-automatic shotgun with integral gas regulation adjustment

ʷ A unique patented “Bullhead” bolt system, specially designed for use with the TAVOR tactical shotgun TS12
ʷ Cross bolt safety
ʷ Disassembly from the rear without the use of any special tools

ʷ 4 sling attachment points 

Model Caliber
Barrel 

length (mm)

Total 

length (mm) 

Weight 

(approx. Kg) 

(w/o magazine)

TAVOR Tactical Shot Gun
Tubular magazine system (5 - 2 ¾” or 4 - 3”) 
15/12 rounds total capacity

470  (18.5") 720 3.6



TAVOR TACTICAL SHOTGUN  TS12

470mm BARREL LENGTH ONE PIECE FULL LENGTH 1913 STANDARD PICATINNY RAIL 

CROSS BOLT SAFETY

TUBULAR MAGAZINE SYSTEM, 15 ROUNDS 
TOTAL CAPACITY

M-LOK RECEPTACLES 
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